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If you desire truly get the book Things I'll Never Say By M.J. O'Shea to refer currently, you have to follow
this web page always. Why? Keep in mind that you need the Things I'll Never Say By M.J. O'Shea source
that will provide you right expectation, do not you? By visiting this internet site, you have actually started to
make new deal to always be updated. It is the first thing you could start to obtain all take advantage of being
in an internet site with this Things I'll Never Say By M.J. O'Shea as well as other compilations.

Review
M.J. O'Shea has written a book for the true romantic in all of us. You will fall in love with Sam and Ryan
and root for them, and she just might make a believer of those who are cynics...

Wave-Reviews by Jessewave
--Reviews by Jessewave

From the Author
Things I'll Never Say was the very first m/m romance that I ever wrote so I have a special place in my heart
for Sam and Ryan. They made me fall in love with the genre itself. Every time I re-read it, I find myself
smiling by the end, happy for Sam and Ryan. Readers have written to me and said they felt like they were
falling in love with the two main characters as they read it. I hope the story has the same effect on you:)

Thanks for reading!

MJ O'Shea

About the Author
M.J. O'Shea has been writing romance since algebra class in sixth grade (when most of her stories starred her
and Leonardo DiCaprio). When she's not writing, she loves listening to nearly all types of music, painting,
reading great authors, and on those elusive sunny days in the Pacific Northwest, she loves driving on the
freeway with her windows rolled down and her stereo on high.

Her other work can be found on Literotica and Erotica Republic, where she writes as Alana9.

She can be contacted at alana9@aol.com and can be found on Facebook as MJ O'Shea.
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Sam's best friend in the world is ditching him; moving out of state to go to college and leaving him behind. It
hurts like hell but he doesn’t know how to tell Ryan that he needs him to stay without saying too much. Like
maybe that he might want to be a lot more than just friends...

Ryan has to get out. He's been in love with Sam for so many years he’s afraid if he doesn’t leave that he’ll
spend his whole life alone in love with someone he can never have…but of course Ryan can’t tell his oldest
and best friend that he’s in love with him. It would ruin the most important thing in his life.

Before it's too late, they have to find the courage to tell each other the truth about how they feel…to finally
say those things they’ve kept to themselves for far too long.
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Most helpful customer reviews

10 of 11 people found the following review helpful.
Put This One on Your To Be Read Pile
By Judy Thomas
Originally posted at: [...]

True love never runs smooth, especially at eighteen. Sam and Ryan have been best friends since they met in
school years ago. Now Ryan is heading out of state for college and Sam is looking at attending culinary
school. Ryan is in love with Sam and convinced his best friend is straight while Sam is devastated Ryan is
leaving. As the two spend every waking moment together before Ryan's departure, Sam comes to realize his
feelings for Ryan are definitely more than just friendship. But their first attempt at romance ends
disastrously, sending Ryan off to school and Sam convinced their friendship is over.

Things I'll Never Say is a coming of age love story between best friends turned lovers, Sam and Ryan. This
is an incredibly romantic story about finding your soul mate as a kid and that changing into true love once
older. Both Sam and Ryan are well characterized but they're also very young and immature. Sam reacts
horribly and childishly to the tone of Ryan's innocent comment, which sends Sam into a tailspin. Although
the story conveys the deep emotions of the two men, pining away for each other, loving the other with the
certain hope nothing will ever come of it, the light touch to the writing helps keep this from being too cliché
or annoying.

Romantics are likely to really adore and devour this story since it's so sweet and harmless. It has a strong
happy ending and gives both young men lives, interests, and an identity beyond their youthful longing for
each other. Sam is a budding chef and Ryan is going to college so they'll no doubt grow and mature naturally
over the course of their lives. Their drama is mostly emotional as they despair over lost love and things they
assume they could never have. The intensity of their emotions feels honest for their age, yet it's sweet and
engaging.

The solid writing creates a fun, interesting story that is incredibly sweet and romantic with flawed characters
that are inexperienced and somewhat immature. That's not surprising given their background and age so I
doubt many readers will hold this against them. Imagine teenagers as they pour out bad poetry to high
pitched ballads and this sets the tone but with a light hand that makes it enjoyable and not eye rolling. I
easily recommend this to romance fans who I think will be highly satisfied with the story.

6 of 6 people found the following review helpful.
Things i'll never say
By Tammy Roos
I loved this story! If your a sucker for a good romance then this is for you. It may be a little predictable, but
our hearts tend to go in that direction in these stories anyway. They both love each other but they dont dare
tell each other for fear of losing their friendship. A great read that wont disappoint. :)

4 of 4 people found the following review helpful.
Best Friend Soul Mate story
By iluvEdwardCullen
About 1800 locations - worth the $1.99 I paid. Have paid more for same length.

As with my review of her other book, "Unintended", I recommend "Things I'll Never Say" if you are looking
for a light read about two 18 year old guys.



Sam and Ryan have been best friends since they were 10 and have basically been inseparable ever since.
Sam's parents are high society socialites who are hardly ever at home and don't give Sam much attention at
all. Ryan has basically been living with him a majority of the time. Ryan is going off to college in Seattle and
Sam is staying in LA. Sam is dreading Ryan leaving for school - he doesn't know what he'll do without his
best friend. Ryan chose to go out of state to college because he has been in love with Sam since what feels
like forever and he doesn't dare ruin their bond by admitting his feelings. So, he thinks getting away will help
him get over his feelings for Sam.

The night before Ryan leaves for Seattle changes everything...

Didn't give it 5 stars simply because of length and when compared to Amy Lane or Mary Calmes the writing
is simplistic and predictable. I'm not saying it wasn't a good story or good writing. It just has to be
appreciated for its simplicity and aww moments.

See all 64 customer reviews...
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